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N O T E ON CONJUGATE POTENTIALS. 

BY PROFESSOB O. D. KELLOGG. 

(Read before the American Mathematical Society, September 3, 1906.) 

I F u(r, $) is a potential function of the unit circle and v(rf &) 
its conjugate, and if ƒ(#) and g(d) are the values approached 
by these functions as r = 1, the following relations given by 
Hubert * hold : 

W—tori ^ ) c o t M # - * ) # + 2 ^ J o SOW*, 

ff{») = - ^ j f ƒ(*) «>* K# - <«# + ^ £9(<f>)d4>, 

where by the integration symbols in the first terms of the right 
hand sides the Cauchy principal value is meant. They give, 
to within an additive constant, the boundary values of a poten
tial in terms of its conjugate. 

They have been established for the case that f (#) and g(d) 
are integrable throughout and are continuous at all but a finite 
number of points and possess derivatives subject to the same 
conditions.f Because of the interest attaching to them from 
their connection with potential theory, and as examples of 
integral equations of the first kind, % it seems worth while to 
point out that they hold if only f(p) and g(d) are integrable 
from 0 to 27T and are such that 

ƒƒ(•>, + S) - / W a and JW. +*>-«*i* 

are convergent when extended over an interval including 8=0 
in its interior and this for all but a finite number of values of 

* Vorlesungen über Potentialtheorie, Göttingen, winter semester, 1901-02. 
fSee Math. Annalen, vol. 58, p. 442 ; also my dissertation for the doc

torate: uZur Theorie der Integralgleichungen iind des Dirichlet'scben 
Prinzips," Göttingen, 1902, p. 17. 

% Hubert : " Grundzüge einer allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Integral-
gleichungen," Gött. Nachrichten, 1904, p. 49. Encykl. d. Math. Wiss. II, 
A, 11, pp. 803, 816. 


